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A. INTRODUCTION

This Paper presents a summary of the position of Antigua and Barbuda (“Antigua”) with
respect to its negotiations with the United States of American (the “United States”) in the proceeding
before the World Trade Organisation (the “WTO”) in WT/DS285.  Proposals, suggestions,
compromises and other agreements that might be advanced by Antigua in this Paper are made for
purposes of facilitating settlement only, and should not be considered to be binding upon Antigua
in any fashion and, in the event that no agreement is reached between Antigua and the United States
is not reached during the course of the current discussions, Antigua shall remain entitled to pursue
such courses of action in this proceeding as it may deem fit, regardless of the contents of this Paper.

B. ASSUMPTIONS

In preparing this Paper Antigua has made the following assumptions 

• Antigua will prevail in the event the Final Report of the Panel is appealed by the
United States to the WTO Appellate Body

• Antigua is prepared to utilise all remedies available to it under the WTO Agreements
in order to encourage United States compliance with an unfavourable ruling

• Antigua intends to use the Final Report or the Appellate Body Report, as the case
may be, aggressively in other fora in order to achieve its objectives

• Antigua’s position will get progressively stronger as time passes

• Almost daily growth in gambling opportunities in the United States
• Increasing domestic pressure to utilise the Internet for gambling purposes
• Favourable legal developments, such as the recent United States Supreme

Court decision in Ashcroft v. American Civil Liberties Union, will work to
Antigua’s advantage
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• Any settlement will encompass the approval of the Executive Branch of the United
States government as a whole

C. OBJECTIVES OF ANTIGUA

The following are the major objectives of Antigua, not only of the WTO proceeding itself but also in

any negotiated settlement with the United States  

• To maintain a robust, well-regulated and internationally respected Internet-based
gambling and betting industry lawfully available to consumers in the United States
and other countries in the world with domestic gambling and betting industries

• No further prosecutions by United States authorities of licensed Antiguan operators

• Full and unhindered access to financial instruments and other payment forms

• Ability to advertise services in the United States

• Ability to link to American Internet search engines such as www.google.com 

D. CONCESSIONS

To facilitate a negotiated settlement, Antigua is willing to consider a number of concessions to the
United States

• Full, reasonable cooperation with the United States to protect United States
consumers against the various concerns raised by the United States during the course
of the WTO proceeding, such as organised crime, money laundering, compulsive
behaviour and under-age gambling

• Some form of joint regulation
• Active cooperation and exchange of information with respect to principals of

Antiguan operators as well as consumers of Antiguan services such as (i)
cooperation with United States law enforcement personnel on background
checks of American citizens who might be principals of Antiguan operators;
(ii) access to a Social Security data base in order to verify identities and ages
of United States consumers; and (iii) active use and sharing of suspicious
activity reports

• Some limitation on the number of Antiguan service providers

• Some limitation on the content and scope of advertising in the United States

• With respect to United States federal income tax issues, agreement to be subject to
reporting and disclosure obligations similar to those imposed by the United States on
casinos operating in the United States

http://www.google.com
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• Consideration of some minor form of taxation of Antiguan operators by the United
States

• Consideration of some limited period of operation prior to good faith, objective re-
assessment 

E. PRIMARY ANTIGUAN PROPOSAL

In the absence of the repeal of United States laws used against Internet gambling from Antigua and
the ability of Antiguan operations to have unfettered, unrestricted access to United States consumers,
the following is the primary Antiguan settlement proposal

1. Basics of Proposal

• Completion of an Executive Agreement between the United States and Antigua
encompassing the objectives and concessions outlined above

• Approval of the Executive Agreement by the United States Congress in the form of
legislation such as the Conyers Bill (H.R. 1223) to form a “Congressional-Executive
Agreement”

• Incorporation of a legitimised Antiguan Internet gambling and betting industry as the
“study model” in the Conyers Bill

• Dismissal of pending indictments and criminal complaints against Antiguan
operators and some appropriate form of pardon or other exculpation of the one
individual convicted in the American courts

2. Advantages of Proposal to the United States

• No adverse WTO decision on record

• Does not “open the door” to unchecked Internet gambling from other
countries–Antigua specific

• Incorporation of the settlement in the Conyers Bill, substantive and thoughtful
pending legislation that has been the subject of serious consideration

• No need to repeal the Wire Act or any other federal legislation

• Allows the attainment of the Antiguan objectives in a legal context

• Easier to sell to Congress given the very limited scope of the Antiguan “carve-out”
and a reasonable sunset or re-assessment provision
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• No issue of the WTO or a foreign country “forcing” the United States to comply with
a WTO decision–voluntary, lower profile legislation, easier for Executive Branch to
support

• Avoids other problematic issues related to an adverse WTO decision

• Limits and tempers the public debate in the United States
• No need to consider whether the United States will ignore a WTO ruling
• No need to consider whether the United States will be perceived by

developing countries as using the WTO only for its own purposes–the “one-
way street” argument

• No need to consider undermining the entire WTO dispute resolution
process–which has proven to be a valuable process for the United States
overall–over this one issue

• Avoids or delays possible MFN issues

• Antigua as a clean jurisdiction, others not likely to be able to demonstrate
facts as favourable as Antigua

• Incorporation in the Conyers Bill as a study model could discourage other
claimants

• An agreed sunset or review period could discourage other claimants
• Long lead time for a successful WTO action

• Gives the United States time to consider the entire issue of Internet gambling–both
domestic and international– in a reasoned, practical manner rather than in the context
of enforcement of an adverse WTO decision

• Would temporarily abate pressure from domestic industry to provide services via the
Internet

F. SECONDARY ANTIGUAN PROPOSALS

The following secondary proposals are much less favoured for reasons that Antigua will assume are
apparent except as otherwise expressly stated.  Further, the advantages of each should also be
apparent

1. Laissez-faire

• Dismissal of pending indictments and criminal complaints against Antiguan
operators and some appropriate form of pardon or other exculpation of the one
individual convicted in the American courts

• An Executive Agreement between the United States and Antigua whereby the
Executive Branch as a whole agrees to conduct itself with respect to Antigua in
accordance with the objectives and concessions outlined above but with a longer term
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• A provision requiring renewal or approval by a successor United States
administration in the case of a change in government in January 2005

• Provision for substantial payment to Antiguan operators and the Antiguan
government in the event the Executive Agreement is disregarded in any material
respect or judicially invalidated

2. Immediate and Significant Payment

• The United States would provide an immediate and substantial payment of money
to Antiguan operators and the Antiguan government for its agreement to allow the
proceeding to lapse

• Particular disadvantages

• Given the level of investment and profits earned by the Antiguan gaming
operators, the payment would have to be substantial

• The approval of key Antiguan operators would have to be obtained
• Could encourage other claimant governments
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